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Our May presentation: 
Ian Carter demonstrated that back in those 'good old days', just getting your radio to work was 
a challenge (for me it was a minor miracle and equally rare!) and the idea of an electronic 
servo had yet to evolve. Escapements, similar in concept to the sort of thing you might see 
lurking within the innards of a grandfather clock and driven only by a big elastic band, did the 
job of today’s HS81 or the like and these were very susceptible to vibration. 
The initial rudder-only control was later extended by doing clever things with sequential con-
trol – oh the joy of press, press, press and hold whilst your plane waited “patiently” to be told 
what to do next. Good thing it was basically a free flight model – hence the term “interrupted 
free flight” for the early forms of radio control. 
And what about the beautiful Bi Fli………..Ian can sure build as well as he talks. 
In August Ian will return to show us some of the electronic radio gear that introduced propor-
tional control and paved the pathway to where we are now – or at least where we got to 30 or 
so years ago. 
Why not bring some of your old gear along to this session in August – it is sure to add interest 
and flavour to Ian’s gear. And if you have some old Bonner Dolomites or Kraft gear bring them 
along and ask Ian for a valuation. If you don’t know what a Bonner D is come along to see 
what earlier modellers spent a whole week’s wages on back then. 
 
Our June 8th presentation: 
As we saw in the May Aspectivity, Bill Hamilton’s has added a Jet Joe 1200 turbine to his Salto 
– awesome! 
Come along to our June meeting to hear Bill tell us about the design and build of this 1/3 scale 
aerobatic “glider”. Who is going to ask whether it could be scaled up to a 1:1 scale with turbine 
jet assist? Any volunteers for test pilot? 

Cover Photo: Bacchus Marsh Glider Day Photo : Colin Smith 

VARMS Monthly Meetings – Presentation Topics. 
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Mowing Roster 

6 1937 R/C Model 
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Gliding Day 

10 Possible Field 
Improvements 

13 Why Didn’t I 
Think of That? 

11 Briggs Field 
Working Bee 

Contents Month Meeting Topic Presenter 

8/06/2007 
Advise member subscription rates and insurance 

rates plus AGM agenda.   
Max Haysom 

  Briefing and materials for Depron chuck glider  

  

Salto 1/3 scale aerobatic slope glider - design and 
build 

Bill Hamilton 

    

13/07/2007 Annual General Meeting 

  
Minutes of last AGM 

  
Treasurers Report 

  
Resignation of Committee 

  
Nominations received 

  
Vote for and/or confirmation of new Committee 

   

13/07/2007 Indoor fun for all - Depron chuck-glider David Jones 

10/08/2007 Stand Off Scale Night David Down 
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Send stuff for Aspectivity to: 
 

David Jones 
17 Aitken Street, Clifton Hill 3068 
9481 8516 / 0427 371442 

Better yet, Email to: 
aspectivity@hotmail.com 

 

President’s Report June 2007   Max Haysom 

The keyboard 

Your key should have your full name 
written clearly on it so that you can 
be easily recognised and contacted 
in case of a frequency clash. Mobile 
phone number is a good idea too. 

A small sub-committee has assembled the promised new Event Calendar and it should provide 
events of interest for the majority of active members. The biggest change will be the Scale 
Aerotow days at Briggs Field, which have moved to the first Saturday in the month, starting 
July 7. These scale Aerotow days are the most popular VARMS events by far, normally around 
20 members are involved and a good spectator collection too. We have included more electric 
events in response to the increasing numbers of electric glider and sport flyers. We have an 
“Open” Electric Fun Fly day set for Jan 20, 2008.  
Another small sub-committee discussed the running of the Scale Aerotow events at Briggs 
Field. A simple set of guidelines was drawn up and a sign-in sheet prepared. This sheet was 
made up into a booklet with a map indicating Briggs Field out of bounds areas. A safety officer, 
wearing a hi-vis jacket is now in control of the flight line. Saturday May 26 was the first day 
these changes were employed and the comments were mostly favourable. 
The major improvements suggested for Briggs Field “accommodations” have been evaluated 
and roughly costed by Colin Smith. I hope the Editor has been able to include the page show-
ing Colin’s excellent efforts. {See Page 10—Ed.}  We will likely ask for comments at the next 
General Meeting. 
While discussing money, we have no idea what increases, or decreases, are forthcoming, in 
2007/2008, by way of VMAA/MAAA Fees and Insurance. These decisions were to be made at 
the MAAA National Conference held over weekend May 26/27. Fees are due and payable by 
June 30. A gate key change is probable. 
Martin Hopper, and I are planning extensive "works” around the VARMS site. The work will 
entail drainage, roadworks, fencing and gates (maybe), painting, repairs and maintenance to 
the shelter. Also cleanup work around the actual field expansion to better handle aerotow. 
There is a lot of contract type work and material deliveries to organise before we can have the 
site ready for this "Working Bee".  It could take around a month for the preparatory work to be 
organised/completed.  This would put the date of the working bee at June 30. A great way to 
end the Club's year. I estimate that we could use around 25 to 30 bodies, the more help, the 
more we can achieve in the time available. Tools? Depending on the jobs handed out, but 
shovels, metal rakes and mattocks plus a few wheelbarrows would not go astray on the field-
work. For work on the Shelter, a claw hammer, hand saw, 3 to 4” paint brushes and some 
brooms for cleaning inside shelter walls. Start time around 9.30am. The Club will put on a ba-
sic BBQ lunch with Tea and Coffee available all day. 
 

That’s all for now.                                                                                                            .Max Haysom                 

VARMS ELECTRIC GLIDER FUN DAY 
June 17 from 1:00 pm. after Training. 

This will be in the form of a FUN DAY  ( not a comp).  
Come and see a wide range of models and enjoy the fun. 

Alan Mayhew. 
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MINUTES OF THE GENERAL MEETING  11 MAY, 2007  
 Held at Glen Waverley Primary School-.Comm. 8.20 P.M. 

President Max Haysom. 
Special general Meeting 
Business: To consider Special Resolution to approve/disapprove the previously published 
proposed changes to VARMS Rules & Purposes. 
Outcome: 

a)Clause 3(1)(iii) –Qualification of membership- Associate member -  lost 
b) Clause 3(10) – Qualification of Membership – Life  Membership - Carried. 
d) Clause 33(2) – Winding up. –carried 
c) Clause4(2) –Entrance fee & subscription - carried 
General Meeting – opened.8.40 p.m. 
Apologies – Jim Baker; Peter Cossins; Graeme Hollis :.Visitors – Ian Carter-meeting 
topic presenter. 

Secretary - Correspondence In  VMAA April 2007 Minutes-PV Invoice; E mails various ex 
TJH(pres). Corresp - Out.-Ltr to Northern Flight Group re proposed Aerotow Demonstration 
day –Barry de Kuyper. 
President -  Max Haysom. - Report. 
Flight Proficiency – Bronze Wings  to become required minimum requirement for solo rat-
ing, for all Club  pilots. 
Briggs field – Club shelter Improvements. – Diagrams & costings of proposed staged 
improvements, to be published in next Aspectivity.- many thanks to Colin Smith for his input. 
Overall agreement of members present, that it worthwhile improving Club shelter 
Editor – Need for more general interest articles for Aspectivity. Copy Deadline shown on 
front cover of previous edition. 
Chuck Glider Contest – July Club AGM -  David Jones – explanation of contest concept & 
Rules – plus distribution of plans & Depron construction materials. 
Registrar:  - VARMS Website now linked in with VMAA website.-proposals for other steps to 
be taken , to promote Club activities and benefits 
Treasurer. Club Finances in good shape General Acc.$6827.- down a little from last year- 
$6848 same time last year.. 
Electric Glider Fun Days_ Alan Mayhew  - confirmed alternative Electric Fun Fly dates-as 
included in Club Events diary.- next date – Sunday 27 May. 
Around the Shops – No report. 
VMAA Trophy – Sunday  May,07 – David Pratley report. – Places:  
Fun Fly - - first Place – Theo Arvanitakis   Two channel Glider – first place – Gerry Carter. 
Cell Electric Glider – first Place – David Pratley   Helicopter – Third Place – Matt                  
Great effort by all participants, in achieving  for our Club a 5th equal placing overall. Also, de-
serving thanks to David Pratley, for his sterling efforts in working hard, to assemble a very 
competitive team. 
Special Interest Groups. 
Colin Collyer. Scale Glider Group. Jerilderie– great w/e.  – upcoming events: 
Mt. Hollowback – Slope scale event 
Bacchus Marsh Fullsize Glider flights day May 27th. Details see Colin Collyer – to include 
offered flights in Kookaburra fleet & modern fiberglass machines. 
Flight Safety Rules – explained by Colin Collyer – to include Safety Officer nomination for 
each flight day. – safety jacket produced. 
Raffle winner – Roj’s Hobbies gift voucher – won by Bernie Sizer. 
General Business. 
Ian Carter – Radio Control History presented,- with fascinating array of vintage R.C. equip-
ment.- Many thanks to Ian for a most intriguing talk! 
 
Meeting Closed 10.20p.m. 
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Any questions or queries  
regarding the mowing roster to  

“Grass” Hopper on  
9873 8256 

Mowing Roster 

Bruce Robinson         9887 8996         28 July 

Geoff Moore                9802 2044  Completed 

Greame Hollis             9739 4886          9 June 

Ross Peasley                9877 2215         16 June 

Brian Spencer              9878 7207        23 June 

Henri Wohlmuth         9764 1921 30 June 

Keith Heale                   9509 6829        7 July 

Malcolm Buckmaster   9763 1632  14 July 

Jim Baker                       9803 2185        23 July 

Volunteers needed for  Mowing  

Contact The “Grass Hopper” on  
9873 8256 

Training Dates 2007 
June 17  July 1 &15 

 AT THE NAB  

Income V's Spending  

Between 1/05/07 and 31/05/07  

Income Categories  

Other Income $154.50 

   -Cheque Reversal  $154.50  

Total Income $154.50 

Expense Categories  

Administration $481.25 

    -  Badge & Uniform    $481.25  

Aspectivity $175.96 

     -  Printing Apr  $175.96  

Bank Fees $10.00 

Briggs Field $75.06 

   - Mowing      $45.12  

   - Other          $29.94  

Raffle Expenses $30.00 

Rent $91.68 

   HSR    $91.68  

Training $100.00 

     - Repairs   $100.00  

Total Expense Categories $963.95 

What a surprise, a sunny day with a light wind. 6 competitors fronted to do battle for the 
VARMS Trophy for 2006/7. Lift conditions were extremely varied with only an occasional ther-
mal. The landing task was a simple rectangle, 15m by 5m, with an into wind approach. How-
ever, only 8 successful landings out of 30 attempts! (Something to practise over winter, me 
thinks!) 
The tasks were 2, 3, 4, 5mins with a final round of 2mins with 2 loops included. A lot of fun was 
had by all especially as nearly everyone was able to watch each landing and provide suitable 
critiques. See you next season. 

 
 

Ian Slack 

Position   Rnd1 Rnd2 Rnd3 Rnd4 Rnd5 Total 

1 Peter Cossins 1000 1000 1000 628 814 4442 

2 Lou Rodman 980 897 871 683 993 4424 

3 Leon Carlos 488 1000 823 1000 1000 4311 

4 Frank O'Neill 805 974 986 500 766 4030 

5 David Weller 766 905 526 505 559 3261 

6 John Needham 454 810 828 482 676 3249 

VARMS TROPHY 13 May 2007  
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Its funny how things happen and co-incidence always turns up trumps at the right time...for 
example I was looking for some "stuff"  on the web when this little beauty popped up. Then at 
the last club meeting, if you lasted through the debacle at the start, the guest speaker, Ian 
Carter, mentioned in his history of Radio Control the radio control glider that flew from Harris 
Hill, Elmira, USofA in 1937.  
 
And here it is........ 
Notice the pull pull rudder, the all moving elevator, sheath nose and the doped covering and 
those lovely gull wings. Evidently it was about 13 ft 
(3.9) span and there is no evidence of its weight. 
(Whats the betting Colin Collyer has got one tucked away in his garidge ???????) 
 
The web site was www.retroplane.net/soaring_museum and it has some fantastic "stuff" if you 
like close up details especially of the Bowlus Baby Albatros and Goppingen Wolf plus a Gop-
pingen Minimoa which shows exactly how to plank the fuselage. Seeing is believing and I won-
der if Chris Williams would enter a scale comp with all those panel lines...you gotta see it to 
enjoy it, and I bet you have a chuckle when you do.  

Colin Smith 

A 1937 R/C Model                                      Colin Smith 
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A 1937 R/C Model                                      Colin Smith 
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Bacchus Marsh Gliding Day      Matt “Loopy” Jones & Colin Smith 

Tell me again why 
YOU have a  
parachute? 
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Bacchus Marsh Gliding Day      Matt “Loopy” Jones & Colin Smith 

Who’s a happy  
pilot then? 

A huge thankyou to the  
VMFG  

and the Geelong Glider Club,  
Glider Pilots and Tug Pilots! 

 

One VERY happy 
Numb Thumbs! 

Loopy enjoyed it! 
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POSSIBLE   FIELD   IMPROVEMENTS 

Scheme 1..… 
….to provide additional shaded area for mem-
bers . 
 

An open sided but solid roofed carport type struc-
ture attached to the south side of the existing 
shelter. Approx size 4000 x 9000  utilising the 
existing grassed area as flooring.  Cost of materi-
als only, members  labour….$2000 

Scheme 2…  
better use of existing shelter. 
 

To provide partial walls to front but 
maintaining a wide opening, all to 
match existing. The interior floor to 
be raked and heavies relocated. The 
existing timber table relocated be-
hind the centre post and a new tim-
ber table built in the front area to 
provide all round access. The metal 
table to be re-sited at the pits. 
Members providing labour  
Materials for walls……..$500 
Materials for table……$400 

Scheme 3…….to concrete the existing shelter’s floor area 

Scheme 4…….to pave the existing shelter floor area with 600 x 600 paving slabs. 

 
Using members labour the committee’s thoughts were that given the physical efforts involved it 
was unfair to ask the members to provide their labour and quotes from contractors have there-
fore been sourced. To date no “sensible” replies have been forthcoming. 

Scheme 5…..to provide shade at the 
pits based on 3600 wide shade cloth 
 

A open side shade structure using 
treated pine poles with 70% shade cloth 
roof and existing grassed floor area.  
Size 7200 wide x 10800 long and 2100 
high 
Using members labour ...materials 
$2000 
 
This can be easily extended and will 

Ideas and contributions from members will be  
gratefully accepted. 
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Roadwork and similar: Shovels, rakes and mattocks. Maybe a wheelbarrow, if you can bring  to 
field. 
 
Generally go over the entrance track from gate to power field - fill holes and level out. Rake from centre 
and side build-up back onto wheel tracks. 
 
Mow/slash rough edges of entrance track, clean out the bowl drain ends at L/H bend in entrance track. 
i.e. hoe out weeds/grass and leave clear. Petrol trimmers may help. 
 
Hoe out tall weeds on main car park and rake off. Clean up the area around toilet and clear weeds from 
pile of “road profilings” near toilet. I f someone has a small trailer they can load all of this material and 
take down to the drainage work or road near power field. 
 
Drainage work at power car park entrance. Decide which end the entrance/exit is going to be. Assemble 
pipes and lay in ditch, dig shallow bowls each end and lay some crushed rock* in bowls. Dig two post-
holes, 450-500 deep, one either end of drain. Insert pine poles and backfill with earth. Tamp down se-
curely the paint 250-300mm of top of poles with white paint. 
*Maybe we need to order a 3 cubic metre load to be delivered, say after lunch on Saturday so it can be 
delivered adjacent to where it will be used. 
 
Assemble and lay pipes in ditch dug across power field, dig shallow bowls at each end, lay some crushed 
rock in bowls. Then backfill ditch with earth and roll down well with “turf” roller and John Deere Ride-
On mower. Consider drain set in crushed rock topped off with soil and clear remaining soil from field. 
 
Refreshments:  
Tea and coffee to be available all day. BBQ Sausages and bread available for lunch. This may be a job 
for two less fit volunteers. Probably have to set this up in Container 1 or a tent/shelter as work in Club 
shelter will be going on all day and will be too dusty. 
 
Carpentry work and garden type work inside/around Club Shelter: 
 
Inside: Rake/dig out stone from areas where bottom board has bowed out. Force boards back in posi-
tion and secure with short star picket stakes. Buy star pickets 450/500mm – 1 bundle /10 
 
Construct ½ height wall fill in for the northern end of the Shelter. Make suitable repairs to the northern 
wall framing which has rotted near opening. Material List reqd. 
 
Rake/shovel away the stone from floor around and under the 2 tables and where we will need to bore 
some more holes. Lift and relocate the wooden slatted table to a position on east side of rear central 
pole. Level table and tamp soil down in postholes. Then build a new table extending from (and joined 
to) the original slatted table/central pole for approx. 4 meters, west. Width about 750 – 800mm. Could 
be supported by only two additional pine pole central legs set in rapid concrete. One of the day’s first 
jobs - to install these poles. Material lists reqd. 
 
Finally clean down interior walls and seats with brooms and brushes, remove excess clay/soil then 
rake/spread out level the stone floor. 
 
Outside: Clean graffiti off eastern wall of shelter. Kit provided. Brush down and paint. 
Needed: Brushes/rollers for acrylic house paint. “Rivergum” colour? 
 
Shelter outside cont. 
Repair gutters and reconnect downpipe. Requires an outside corner joiner and one length of Rivergum 
colorbond guttering, silicone sealer and pop rivets. Some experience needed here! 
 
If any paint remains paint the new filled in section. 
 

VARMS Working Bee, June 30, 2007  
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Aspectivity  
SnapShots 

VARMS Working Bee, June 30, 2007  Continued 
Fences: 
Depending on what I can find out from the various authorities, about the future arrangements of the 
various fences, we may have a lot of fencing and gate repairs to do during the working bee. 
The eastern boundary fence is in a bad way. It needs several new posts and perhaps 6, or more, 
spreader posts plus adding several new wires to the fence to bring a 3 wire fence up to 5 wire standard. 
We have posts and spreaders. Need heavy-duty galv.staples, 
We may need to install new heavier posts to mount the entrance gate.  Replace orange barrier with 
regular wires. We have a wire strainer, thanks to Ian Slack, but we may need more wire and spreader 
“clips”. We will train you how to do this job. 
 
Field Work: At this stage I am not sure just how we will finish up with earth moving machine work. 
The plan is basically to remove the existing metalled turning “pad” near original power pits and spread 
this material south down the line of the road. Use a grader to level the 40 meter southern extension and 
extend the runway about 15 meters in width. Depending on grader driver’s ability, provide a shallow 
vee drain on western side of runway. Remove wooden telephone poles. Clean up any leftover road pro-
filings and level the whole area around the “pad”. Besides the runway drain job there may be extensive 
soil relocation required, trailers, wheelbarrows plus labour. 
 
Decide whether to install two pilots stations, one for northerlies and the other for southerly winds. I 
suggest constructing these with 6 poles and plastic safety fencing, supported by a single wire stapled to 
top of poles. We may need some galvanised pins to make end pole sets. I will provide 200 and 250mm 
posthole diggers, manual type (Max H). 
 
 
Final: I have estimated that this work could be done with 25 to 30 members providing we make the 
necessary purchases and have machine work completed before the day. 
If you have suggestions for other work that you think to be of value, please add to the sheet and return 
for consideration. 

Max Haysom  

 

The despair of a broken 
prop! 

Col Collyer 

Ian Carter with his Bi-Fli 
—and a modern looking Tx! 
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Why Didn’t I think of That? 

  In the April edition of Aspectivity our Editor introduced a new “how to” column and asked for 
contributions from members. Well, as the title says “why didn’t I think of that” ….but in my 
case thinking was not on the agenda! Many of my fellow VARMS committee members have 
been witness to my recent dumb bastard episodes at Briggs so, sadly, I feel the need to shine a 
light on my stupidity and what was learned. 
  Like many of you, I have recently bought a Multiplex Electric EasyGlider. It went together 
easily and with the help of Roj and Gully from Roj’s Hobbies I decided upon a 2S lipo powered 
eSky brushless set up with a 30amp Hyperion ESC and Graupner Cam 10 x 6 folding prop. 
This all seemed OK and the EZG flew well. 
  I was keen to achieve lots of flying from each 2200 mAh battery. My static power test peaked 
at only 13 amps/95 watts thus giving me more than ten ascents – lots of flying time achieved 
even without thermals. Good! 
  My problems came when I changed the 30amp Hyperion ESC for the 20amp model. I needed 
the 30amp ESC for another model and the 20amp ESC was big enough. 
  Well, on the first of several trips to Briggs, after changing the ESC, I set up the EZG, quick 
check of the controls and I was away  - or was I…… At the flight line, the motor spluttered and 
died. Bugger! Back to the pits and check everything out – can’t find what the problem is. Oh 
well, back home to trouble shoot. 
  I took all the gear out and bench tested it. I substituted motor, battery, ESC and came to no 
particular conclusion. The problem did not repeat at home. 
  On the next trip to Briggs I did not get beyond the pits……….the motor was spluttering and 
the ESC was beeping in protest too. And this time I had David Pratley, Martin Hopper, Alan 
Mayhew to help me! Oh the shame of it all! 
  By now you’d think I would have sussed it out – oh no……. the problem was as elusive as ever. 
So, I took all the gear to Gully and asked for help – which was willingly given (that’s why we 
buy from local shops isn’t it!). Well Gully said that it can only be my transmitter as all of the 
gear in the EZG checked out OK. Now why didn’t I think of that? 
  Home again with a solution in mind and Gully was right – the problem was isolated to my Hi-
tec Laser 4 TX. It had the channel 3 control reversed (used for motor control) and when I pow-
ered up the EZG it was immediately in programming mode and my successive movement of 
the throttle stick up and down caused me to upset the programming set up. Brilliant, I now 
had a solution. 
  Back to Briggs and this time I had David Jones and Max Haysom to help. And guess what 
……..same old problem out on the flight line. Motor was thrashing about and the controls were 
skittery too. Max thought that I may be getting radio interference from the van that was parked 
on the flight line. But no, moving well away from the van did not help. David said the motor 
does not seem to be getting a clean power supply – agreed, but why? 
  Home again! 
  But this time as I pulled all the gear out of the fuselage the penny dropped. On the floor of the 
fuselage, behind the motor, I have a small sheet of lead for weight (it compensates for the very 
light motor that replaces the heavier Speed 400 in the original fit-out). On top of this lead is a 
cover of Velcro onto which I mount the ESC! Well the 30amp ESC has no problem with this 
proximity, but the 20amp ESC hates it intermittently. It is a repeatable fault and since then - 
NO PROBLEMS. 
  If you re-read this you’ll conclude that the ESC could not have been all of the problem – well 
it wasn’t, the TX reversing was a problem too. And the ESC was obviously more or less of a 
problem as I pulled out the gear and reinstalled it so often. 
 
  So there you are, beware of lead in close proximity to sensitive electronic gear! 
 

Raoul Wynn 
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All material published in Aspectivity is the copyright of the author of the article. 
Opinions expressed in Aspectivity may not represent the views of VARMS Inc. the Editor or the 
Printer. 
VARMS Inc., the Editor and the Printer accept no responsibility for the accuracy of content. 
 

 

 

 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
VARMS Web Site :        http://www.varms.org.au 
Current Members:                        If you change your address, please notify the Registrar and VMAA, 
                                                                      so that we can  maintain the correct addressing of this Newsletter. 
Potential Members:              If you are interested in joining VARMS, or learning more about our     
                                                                                                                                         activities, please contact the Secretary, or other Committee member. 
 

 
VARMS (Inc.) was formed in 1968 to get together aero-modellers who were interested in    
building and flying radio controlled gliders.  Members fly at many places, but have a home field 
on High Street Road, Wantirna South (Melways Map 72, C1), where training classes are free to 
all and are held on Sunday mornings, generally on a fortnightly basis.  Exact dates and times 
are posted on the field gate. 
 
VARMS organises regular competitions in both Slope and Thermal Soaring, for many kinds of 
radio controlled gliders, ranging from fun-fly models to competition models and scale replicas. 
 
General Meetings are held on the SECOND FRIDAY of each month (except January) - at the 
Glen Waverley Primary School Hall, in High Street Road, Glen Waverley (next to McDonalds 
on the corner of High Street Road and Springvale Rd.).  Meetings start at 8:00pm and visitors 
are welcome.  Formalities are usually followed by lively discussions on matters of interest to all 
modellers. 

Victorian Association of Radio Model Soaring 
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